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ABSTRACT: Shale gas has become an important natural gas resource in recent years as the conventional oil and gas resources are
depleting. Shale gas content is one of the most important parameters for reserve calculation and sweet-spot prediction. The
traditional core recovery method is widely used to determine gas content. However, the estimation of lost gas content is the main
factor of error and difficulty. Large errors and uncertainties occur when using the widely used methods, such as the United States
Bureau of Mines (USBM) method. Hence, a more accurate method is required. In this work, a full-process model is developed in
COMSOL Multiphysics to describe the lost gas with time during the core recovery process as well as the desorption stage after the
core is covered. In this method, by setting the initial gas pressure and flow parameters and matching the desorbed gas volume and
considering variable diffusivity with respect to temperature, the initial gas content and the gas lost with respect to time are calculated.
Overall, 10 field data are tested using this full-process model, and the USBM method is also applied to compare the results. It is
found that if the ratio of lost gas volume estimated using the USBM method to the desorbed gas volume of the field data is lower
than 2.0, the USBM method underestimates the lost gas compared to the full-process method; if the ratio is about 2.0, the results
from the USBM and the full-process methods are comparable; and if the ratio is close to 3.0, the USBM method tends to
overestimate the lost gas. The modeling results indicate that this proposed full-process method is more theoretically sound than the
USBM method, which has high uncertainties depending on the number of desorbed gas data points used. Nevertheless, this
proposed method requires a large number of parameters, leading to the difficulty in finding true parameters. Therefore, an
optimization algorithm is required. In summary, this study provides theoretical support and a mathematical model for the inversion
calculation of lost gas during shale core recovery. It is helpful to evaluate the resource potential and development economics of shale
gas more accurately.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the world is shifting to a low carbon economy, there is a
need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.1,2 The global
demand for natural gas, which is a less carbon-intensive fossil
fuel than coal and oil, has increased steadily over the last
decades. While the reserves for the conventional natural gas
decline in many gas-producing countries, unconventional
natural gas, especially shale gas, has become an important
natural gas resource in recent years in North America and
China.3 Gas content is an important parameter for shale
resource calculation, gas-bearing evaluation, sweet-spot selec-
tion, reserve prediction, etc. Therefore, studying shale gas

content helps to better guide the exploration and development

of shale gas.4,5 Gas content can be analyzed qualitatively or

quantitatively by a number of methods, including the

isothermal adsorption method, the gas logging interpretation
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method, linear fitting, seismic inversion, and the field
desorption method.6−8 The isothermal adsorption method
can indirectly calculate gas content; however, temperature
correction is required when the difference between exper-
imental and stratum temperature is large.5 The gas logging
interpretation method is applicable to a small scale and only
for the calculation of gas content in a single shale well, and it
cannot obtain the evolution characteristics of gas content in
the region.8 The accuracy of linear fitting and seismic inversion
is restricted by the measured value of gas content and the
accuracy of seismic data.8 The field desorption method is the
most direct method to quantitatively determine the gas content
of shale.7,9,10 The operating procedure of the field desorption
method is to use the coring tool to drill the core from the
formation and lift it to the surface. Then, the core is sealed in
the desorption canister and the desorbed gas volume is
measured by a desorption apparatus, the residual gas content is
measured by a ball mill, and the lost gas content is calculated
by desorption data. The total shale gas volume is obtained by
adding the desorbed gas volume, residual gas volume, and lost
gas volume,7,9 as illustrated in Figure 1.11

During shale gas content testing, core samples are drilled
from the reservoir and brought to the surface by ropes. Gas is
lost as the core is transported from the formation to the
surface. The lost gas cannot be measured directly and needs to
be estimated by models.12,13 The estimation of lost gas content
is the main factor of error and difficulty in the determination of
gas content.4 At present, the methods of evaluating shale lost
gas content include the United States Bureau of Mines
(USBM) method,14,15 the Smith−Williams method,16,17 the
polynomial function method,18 the Amoco curve fit
method,19,20 the desorption critical time point method,12 and
the improved direct method.21 For example, Lu22 et al.
proposed a three-parameter model, which could offer a more
accurate prediction for estimating the lost gas during the
retrieval process of coals than the USBM method.
Among the above methods, the USBM method and its

modified versions are more commonly adopted because of
their simplicity and easiness to apply. However, the USBM
method is proposed for coal gas,12,14,23−26 which is also a
major unconventional gas resource in countries such as
China.27 In this method for coal gas, the lost gas is estimated
from the early desorbed gas measurement, assuming that the

loss of gas is proportional to the square root of time.14 Besides,
it assumes that the initial desorption time of the gas is half the
time that it takes from the beginning of the lifting to the core
reaching the ground.7 This is suitable for coal because the coal
seam is generally shallow, and the loss of gas is relatively small.
However, shale gas reservoirs are typically deep28 and the core
recovery process takes much longer time than coal,29 typically
more than 10 h for shales and less than 1 h for coals.
Therefore, the proportional relationship between the desorbed
gas volume and the square root of time is no longer valid.
Meantime, taking the definition of the above initial desorption
time also has big problems in the estimation of lost gas from
shale because the time of initial desorption is closely related to
the pressure of the core and the density of the drilling fluid. To
evaluate the lost gas and the gas-in-place in shales, Lu30 et al.
proposed a nonisothermal flow model, considering that the
thermal effect plays a key role. However, the mathematical
model in Lu et al.30 contains a number of model parameters. It
needs to deal with strong nonlinearity and often generates a set
of nonunique solutions when using that method, which brings
great uncertainty, randomness, and complexity to the
estimation of lost gas.
Based on the above analyses, this work aims to provide

theoretical support and a mathematical model for the inversion
calculation of lost gas from the shale core recovering process
by adopting a physical process more in line with the on-site
coring process. First, this work establishes a full-process model
for the recovery of lost gas. By changing the parameters such as
initial pressure and diffusivity, the relationship between lost gas
and time in the process of core recovering and after the sample
reaching the ground is reconstructed. Then, the calculated
desorbed gas amount with time and that measured on site are
compared and matched to estimate the lost gas. The
mathematical model is calculated in COMSOL Multiphysics
software. Finally, the calculation of lost gas is discussed with
the actual field data.

2. METHODS
2.1. Core Recovery Process. According to literature

description and field operation, the full shale core recovery and
gas content determination procedure steps are as follows:23,31

(1) After the core is drilled, it begins to leave the formation.
At this time, gas does not desorb because the pressure of
the drilling fluid in the wellbore is higher than the
pressure of the gas in the core. Moreover, due to the
circulation of the drilling fluid, the core slowly heats to a
temperature close to the drilling fluid.

(2) The core is pulled to a certain position in the wellbore
and the gas begins to desorb. At this point, the internal
pressure of the core is equal to the pressure generated by
the drilling fluid at this location in the wellbore. Then,
the pressure boundary condition on the core sample
continues to change as the core is pulled to the surface.

(3) After the core reaches the surface and before the core is
transferred to the desorption canister, desorption
continues and the core is subjected to atmospheric
pressure. To accurately measure gas content, this part of
the time should be as short as possible.

(4) After the core is transferred to the desorption canister,
the amount of desorbed gas is recorded with time. At
this stage, the temperature on the core is the water bath
temperature and the pressure is atmospheric pressure.

Figure 1. Gas content by the desorption method11 (stage 1 represents
the core recovering process, stage 2 represents the desorption process
in the desorption canister, and stage 3 represents the residual gas
measuring process).
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(5) To speed up the desorption rate, the desorption canister
temperature is increased to the second stage desorption
temperature. The amount of gas desorbed is still
recovered with time and the pressure on the boundary
is still atmospheric pressure.

It should be noted that the desorption temperature for coal
gas content measurement is often controlled at reservoir
temperature; however, two stages of desorption temperature
are often adopted for shale gas desorption.32 The above
procedure can be described using the mathematical equations
described in the following section.
2.2. Full-Process Mathematical Model. When the

USBM method is applied to shale gas, it will produce large
errors and uncertainties due to the long core recovery process.
Therefore, this work established a full-process model to
estimate the lost gas during shale gas content measurement.
The shale samples used for numerical simulation of lost gas
recovery are cylindrical. The sample radius and height can be
adjusted according to the actual size of the sample. Neglecting
the short time after the core reaches the surface and before the
core is transferred to the desorption canister, the time of the
whole process of desorption is divided into four stages:

(a) From drilling-off to the beginning of gas desorption: t =
0 → t = tdes.

(b) From the beginning of gas desorption to the sample
arriving at the wellhead: t = tdes → t = tsurface.

(c) From sample arriving at the wellhead to applying a
second desorption temperature: t = tsurface → t = t1.

(d) From applying a second desorption temperature to
ending of desorption: t = t1 → t = tover.

In these four stages, the boundary pressure and temperature
of the core change with time. The boundary pressure changes
as follows
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where p0 is initial gas pressure, pa is the standard atmosphere,
and pmud = ρmudgH is the mud pressure at depth H in the well.
Note that the rate of core lifting is assumed constant in this
work but can be adjusted according to the actual lifting
process.
When the mud pressure on the core is higher than the

desorption pressure, the gas in the core does not desorb and
the boundary pressure is the original pressure in the core.
When the mud pressure on the core is the same as the
desorption pressure, the gas in the sample begins to desorb.
The time when gas begins to desorb is as follows
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The temperature of the sample is
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where Tmud is the mud temperature, T1 is the first desorption
temperature, and T2 is the second desorption temperature.
According to the results in the literature,33,34 the pore

structure of shales can be regarded as dual porosity, in which
large and small pores both contain adsorbed gas and free gas.
The permeability in the fracture system is typically two to three
orders of magnitude higher than in the matrix, which can be
measured perpendicular to the bedding direction.35 We derive
diffusivity and mass balance equations in macropore and
micropore as follows (see Appendix A)
The gas diffusivity in macropore is

= +
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where Dmac0 is gas diffusivity in the macropore in the initial
state.
The mass balance equation in the macropore is36
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where Jmac is the gas flow flux in the macropore
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Q is the commutative term of the macropore and the
micropore.
The gas diffusivity in the micropore is

=D D
T

Tmic mic0
mud (7)

where Dmic0 is gas diffusivity in the micropore in the initial
state.
The mass balance equation in the micropore is
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where Jmic is the gas flow flux in the micropore
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Q is the commutative term of the macropore and the
micropore
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where αmic is the shape factor of the micropore.
This mathematical model is calculated by COMSOL

Multiphysics simulation software. Based on the finite element
method, real physical phenomena are simulated by solving
partial differential equations (single field) or partial differential
equations (multiple fields). The advantage of COMSOL
Multiphysics lies in the coupling of multiple physical fields.
The essence of multiple physical fields is a system of partial
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differential equations. Therefore, as long as it is a physical
phenomenon that can be described by a system of partial
differential equations, COMSOL Multiphysics can be used to
well calculate and simulate. Figure 2 illustrates the flowchart of

the proposed full-process method. First, the field desorption
data are analyzed and processed; then, the model is applied to
best fit the field desorption data to obtain the model
parameters. Next, these model parameters are applied to the
core recovery process to obtain the amount of lost gas. Finally,
the results are plotted.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The method of lost gas recovery is to match the model result
with the measured field desorption data after the core reaches
the ground, and then to obtain the lost gas volume. In this part,
the lost gas recovery calculation based on 10 sets of field data is
presented. We compared the modeling results using the USBM
method and the full-process method proposed in this work and
discussed the influencing parameters for the full-process
method.
3.1. Calculation of Lost Gas Recovery Based on Field

Data. Table 1 presents the estimated volume of lost gas for 10
samples using the USBM method and the full-process method
based on field data of desorbed gas measurement. The results

using USBM depend on the measured data points used in the
calculation, as shown in Figure 3. Due to the curvature of the

desorbed gas data with respect to the square root of time, the
estimated lost gas tends to be larger if fewer data points are
used and vice versa. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain a fixed
value using the USBM method, and a range of values are more
reasonable, as listed in Table 1. Moreover, the difference in lost
gas between the two methods is also listed in Table 1. The
difference is taken as the ratio of the USBM results to the
result of the full-process method. If the differences are from
less than 1 to more than 1, it means that the result of the full-
process method is within the range of that using the USBM
method. If the differences are always less than 1, it means that
the result of the full-process method is higher than that using
the USBM method and vice versa.

Figure 2. Work flowchart of the full-process method.

Table 1. Modeling Result of Lost Gas

well
no.

sample weight
(g)

sample size
(m)

desorbed gas volume
(mL/g)

lost gas (USBM method)
(mL/g)

lost gas (full-process method)
(mL/g) ratio difference

#1 3737 R: 0.05 0.54 1.02−1.31 1.23 1.89−2.43 0.83−1.07
L: 0.18

#2 3806 R: 0.05 0.79 1.19−1.48 2.05 1.51−1.87 0.58−0.72
L: 0.185

#3 3340 R: 0.05 0.60 0.90−1.22 1.38 1.50−2.03 0.65−0.88
L: 0.162

#4 3473 R: 0.05 0.72 1.79−2.19 1.61 2.49−3.04 1.11−1.36
L: 0.17

#5 3523 R: 0.05 1.14 2.32−3.25 2.55 2.04−2.85 0.91−1.27
L: 0.17

#6 3745 R: 0.05 0.24 0.69−0.86 0.69 2.88−3.58 1.00−1.26
L: 0.182

#7 3396 R: 0.05 0.44 1.16−1.47 1.18 2.64−3.34 0.98−1.25
L: 0.166

#8 3503 R: 0.05 0.86 2.51−2.78 2.34 2.92−3.23 1.07−1.19
L: 0.171

#9 4774 R: 0.05 0.65 1.70−1.97 2.11 2.62−3.03 0.81−0.93
L: 0.233

#10 4086 R: 0.05 1.22 3.79−4.46 3.92 3.11−3.66 0.97−1.14
L: 0.2

Figure 3. Modeling result using the USBM method for #2.
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The ratio of lost gas volume using the USBM method to the
desorbed gas volume of the field data is also listed in Table 1.
This ratio is to illustrate the difficulty of using the measured
desorbed gas volume to estimate the lost gas. A small ratio
means that the lost gas volume is less significant compared to
the desorbed gas volume and can be more accurate to
estimate; for instance, this ratio is often only 0.2 for coal gas
cases. However, the ratio is at least 1.5 and often more than 3.0
in this work, as can be seen from Table 1, indicating that the
estimated lost gas would be much higher than the desorbed gas
and thus show a larger error in lost gas estimation. It is found
that samples #2 and #3 have a lower ratio (typically less than
2.0) than other wells, and the difference between the two
methods is less than 1.0, suggesting that the USBM method
could underestimate the lost gas volume. If the ratio is around
2.0, the differences between the two methods are from less
than 1.0 to more than 1.0 (Samples #1, 5, 7), suggesting that
the lost gas estimate using both methods could be comparable.
If the ratio is close to 3.0, the difference tends to be more than
1.0 (Samples #4, 6, 8, 10), suggesting that the USBM method
will overestimate the lost gas compared to that using the full-
process method.
To display the results more visually, the modeling results for

two wells, well #2 and #10, are plotted in Figures 3−6 as
illustrations. It should be noted that the X coordinate is the
square root of time. It should be also noted that time zero for
the two methods is different. For the following figures for the
full-process method, the time when the core leaves the
reservoir is zero, which is different from the zero time in figures
obtained using the USBM method.
Figure 3 shows the modeling result using USBM method for

sample #2. The desorbed gas volume after the core reaches the
ground is about 0.79 mL/g. The data used by the USBM
method (straight line) have a good linearity. R2 (coefficient of
determination) is 0.9995 for result 2 and the estimated lost gas
is about 1.31 mL/g. As shown in Figure 3, if more or less
desorption data points are used by the USBM method, the
estimated volume of lost gas will become smaller or larger,
without sacrificing much of the linearity of fitting (results 1 and
3). The modeling result using the full-process method for
sample #2 is presented in Figure 4. The fitting of desorption

data under the first desorption temperature has better
agreement with the field data than the second desorption
temperature. The volume of lost gas obtained is about 2.05
mL/g. The result using the full-process method is higher than
that using the USBM method.
The field data of sample #10 show a relatively higher

desorbed gas volume at about 1.22 mL/g, as shown in Figure
5. The calculated volume of lost gas is almost 3.79 mL/g using

the USBM method (results 2). Result 1 using the USBM
method also has good linearity, with R2 of 0.994. It can also be
seen from Figure 5, if more desorption data points are used by
the USBM method, the estimated volume of lost gas will
become smaller, and the linearity of fitting will become slightly
worse and vice versa. Moreover, the ratio of lost gas volume
using the USBM method to desorption gas volume of field data
is high at about 3.0. Figure 6 shows the modeling result for
sample #10 using the full-process model. It can be seen that
the fitting result of desorption data under the first desorption
and the second desorption temperature are both in good
agreement with the field data. The volume of the lost gas

Figure 4. Modeling result using the full-process method for #2.

Figure 5. Modeling result using the USBM method for #10.

Figure 6. Modeling result using the full-process method for #10.
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obtained is about 3.92 mL/g. This result is well within the
results using the USBM method for this sample.
It can be seen from the above results that the value of the

lost gas obtained using the USBM method depends on the
number of points used from the desorption data. The USBM
method assumes that gas desorption at early time is linear to
the square root of time; however, this is not valid for the shale
gas cases. Meantime, others have also proposed methods such
as polynomial fitting, which can fit the desorption data well.
Nevertheless, these methods are purely empirical and lack
theoretical background. Therefore, these methods are not
applicable. This proposed method and any similar method,
which consider the gas flow behavior and boundary conditions,
can estimate the lost gas with more certainty. Moreover, the
relationship between the lost gas and time can also be obtained
using the full-process method.
3.2. Influence of Parameters. In this full-process method,

the flow parameters, especially the gas diffusivities, are critical
in the estimation of lost gas. In this part, the influence of the
initial gas diffusivity in the micropore (Dmic0) and the initial gas
diffusivity in the macropore (Dmac0) on the process of gas
desorption are studied. The influence of Dmic0 is presented in
Figure 7. The values of Dmic0 used in the simulation are 0.5 ×

10−4, 1.1 × 10−4, and 2.2 × 10−4 m2/s, respectively. It can be
seen that changing Dmic0 will only impact the process of (c)
and (d) described in Section 2.1, indicating that Dmic0 mainly
influences the part of gas desorption on the ground. Increasing
Dmic0 leads to increasing estimated desorption velocity on the
ground. The influence of Dmac0 is presented in Figure 8. It can
be seen that changing Dmac0 will impact the total process of gas
desorption. Increasing Dmac0 leads to increasing estimated
desorption velocity in the whole process. This is due to the fact
that most of the gas is lost during the core recovery process for
shales and the gas left in the core is mainly in the micropores
when the core reaches the ground. Therefore, gas diffusivity in
the micropore (Dmic0) has more impact on the desorbed gas
fitting, while diffusivity in the macropore (Dmac0) controls the
gas flow behavior during the whole process. Hence, these two
parameters need to be fit accurately, especially Dmac0 to
accurately estimate the lost gas.

3.3. Problems of the Full-Process Method. The full-
process method in this work can accurately describe the
physical processes of gas loss but correct mathematical models
and accurate estimation of physical parameters are required.
Therefore, although the full-process method has more
theoretical background than the USBM method, it needs to
describe the flow physics in more detail. The most important
parameters are the flow parameters and their relationship with
pressure. Gas diffusivity changes with pressure and its
relationship with pressure is hard to generalize.34 This leads
to difficulty in the more accurate estimation of lost gas and
requires more experimental and theoretical study of gas
diffusion in shales. Moreover, the geometric object in this full-
process method is assumed to be a homogeneous cylindrical
sample. However, shale is highly heterogeneous and
anisotropic, thus gas flow in the core is also anisotropic.37,38

Furthermore, it needs a lot of computation to fit the field data
and then predict the lost gas. At present, this work does not
involve the use of an optimization algorithm for parameter
fitting. Hence, there is a lot of work in tuning the fitting
parameters and there is still some error in the calculation of
lost gas. It is preferred to have some of the flow parameters
measured in the laboratory instead of being fitted to reduce the
uncertainties and computational effort. Therefore, it is
necessary to combine the optimization algorithm and consider
more accurate gas diffusivity models and parameters to achieve
more accurate results of the lost gas estimate.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This work aims to conduct mathematical modeling and
provide theoretical support for the inversion calculation of
shale lost gas. First, the full-process method of lost gas estimate
for shale is established. Then, the mathematical model is
calculated using COMSOL Multiphysics. Finally, taking the
actual field data as examples, the calculation of lost gas is
discussed. The below conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The proposed full-process method for shale lost gas is
more theoretically sound. Diffusivity in this model is not
constant but varies with temperature. In the part of
desorption gas after core recovery, the modeling result is
in good agreement with field data. Using the full-process

Figure 7. Influence of Dmic0 on the process of gas desorption.

Figure 8. Influence of Dmac0 on the process of gas desorption.
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method, the relationship between the lost gas and time
can be known.

(2) A large number of modeling parameters are required,
leading to the difficulties to tune the model. Therefore,
an optimization algorithm is required to make the
calculation more convenient.

(3) If the ratio of lost gas volume using the USBM method
to desorbed gas volume of field data is lower than 2.0,
the USBM method underestimates the lost gas; if the
ratio is about 2.0, the results from the USBM and the
full-process methods are comparable; and if the ratio is
close to 3.0, the USBM method tends to overestimate
the lost gas.

As most of the core recovery practices do not apply closed
coring technology due to its high cost, the lost gas estimate is
key to the shale gas content measurement when using the
conventional coring method. Therefore, the full-process
method is preferred. However, due to the complex gas flow
behavior in shales, more experimental and theoretical work is
required to study the gas flow behavior. Moreover, an
optimization algorithm should be applied to improve
computation efficiency and accuracy.

■ APPENDIX A
The mass of adsorbed gas per unit volume in the macropore
is39

ρ ρ=
+−

−

−
m

V p

P pmac ads ga shale
mac L mac

mac L mac (A-1)

where ρga is the density of gas at standard conditions, ρshale is
the density of shale, pmac is the gas pressure in the macropore.
and Vmac‑L and Pmac‑L are the Langmuir volume constant and
the Langmuir pressure constant in the macropore, respectively.
In the initial state, the mass of adsorbed gas per unit volume

in the macropore is

ρ ρ=
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where p0 is the initial gas pressure in the sample. Thus, the
mass of lost adsorbed gas per unit volume in the macropore is
mmac‑ads0 − mmac‑ads.
The mass of free gas per unit volume in the macropore is39

ρ ϕ
=−m

p

p Zmac free
mac ga mac

a mac (A-3)

where ϕmac is the porosity of macropore, pa is the standard
atmosphere, and Zmac is the gas compression factor of the
macropore
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In the initial state, the mass of free gas per unit volume in
the macropore is

ρ ϕ
=−
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Thus, the mass of lost free gas per unit volume in the
macropore is mmac‑free0 − mmac‑free.
The gas diffusivity in the macropore is
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where Dmac0 is gas diffusivity in the macropore in the initial
state.
The mass balance equation in the macropore is36
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whereJmac is the gas flow flux in the macropore
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Q is the commutative term of the macropore and the
micropore.
For the micropore, the mass of the adsorbed gas per unit

volume in the micropore is

ρ ρ=
+−

−

−
m

V p

P pmic ads ga shale
mic L mic

mic L mic (A-9)

where ρga is the density of gas at standard conditions, ρshale is
the density of shale, pmic is the gas pressure in the micropore,
and Vmic‑L and Pmic‑L are the Langmuir volume constant and
the Langmuir pressure constant in the micropore, respectively.
In the initial state, the mass of the adsorbed gas per unit

volume in the micropore is

ρ ρ=
+−
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where p0 is the initial gas pressure in the sample. Thus, the
mass of the lost adsorbed gas per unit volume in the micropore
is mmic‑ads0 − mmic‑ads.
The mass of free gas per unit volume in the micropore is

ρ ϕ
=−m

p

p Zmic free
mic ga mic

a mic (A-11)

where ϕmic is the porosity of the micropore, pa is the standard
atmosphere, and Zmic is the gas compression factor of the
micropore
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In the initial state, the mass of the free gas per unit volume
of the micropore is

ρ ϕ
=−

−
m

p

p Zmic free0
0 ga mic

a mic 0 (A-13)

Thus, the mass of the lost free gas per unit volume in the
micropore is mmic‑free0 − mmic‑free.
The gas diffusivity in the micropore is
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=D D
T
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where Dmic0 is the gas diffusivity in the micropore in the initial
state.
The mass balance equation in the micropore is
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where Jmic is the gas flow flux in the micropore
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Q is the commutative term of the macropore and the
micropore
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where αmic is the shape factor of the micropore, the first term
on the right represents the mass exchange equation for free gas,
and the second term on the right represents the mass exchange
equation for adsorbed gas.
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■ NOMENCLATURE
tdestime of the beginning of gas desorption (s)
tsurfacetime of the sample arriving at the wellhead (s)
t1time of applying a second desorption temperature (s)
tovertime of the ending of desorption (s)
p0initial gas pressure (Pa)
pastandard atmosphere (Pa)
pmudmud pressure at depth H in the well (Pa)
pmacgas pressure in the macropore (Pa)
pmicgas pressure in the micropore (Pa)
Tmudmud temperature (K)
T1the first desorption temperature (K)
T2the second desorption temperature (K)
Dmac0gas diffusivity in the macropore in the initial state (m2/
s)
Dmacgas diffusivity in the macropore (m2/s)
Dmic0gas diffusivity in the micropore in the initial state (m2/
s)
Dmicgas diffusivity in the micropore (m2/s)
Jmacgas flow flux in the macropore (kg/(m2*s))
Jmicgas flow flux in the micropore (kg/(m2*s))
Qthe commutative term of the macropore and the
micropore (kg/(m3*s))
mmac‑adsthe mass of the adsorbed gas per unit volume in the
macropore (kg/m3)
mmac‑ads0the mass of the adsorbed gas per unit volume in the
macropore in the initial state (kg/m3)
mmac‑freethe mass of the free gas per unit volume in the
macropore (kg/m3)
mmac‑free0the mass of the free gas per unit volume in the
macropore in the initial state (kg/m3)
mmic‑adsthe mass of the adsorbed gas per unit volume in the
micropore (kg/m3)
mmic‑ads0the mass of the adsorbed gas per unit volume in the
micropore in the initial state (kg/m3)
mmic‑freethe mass of the free gas per unit volume in the
micropore (kg/m3)
mmic‑free0the mass of the free gas per unit volume in the
micropore in the initial state (kg/m3)
ϕmacporosity of the macropore (-)
ϕmicporosity of the micropore (-)
Zmacgas compression factor of the macropore (-)
Zmicgas compression factor of the micropore (-)
ρgadensity of gas at standard condition (kg/m3)
ρshaledensity of shale (kg/m3)
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Vmac‑LLangmuir volume constant in the macropore (m3/kg)
Pmac‑LLangmuir pressure constant in the macropore (Pa)
Vmic‑LLangmuir volume constant in the micropore (m3/kg)
Pmic‑LLangmuir pressure constant in the micropore (Pa)
αmicShape factor of the micropore (m−2)
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